Proven to close the reading gap for your Struggling Readers,
Special Education Students and English Language Learners - fast!
Readable English is a multi-sensory reading
program for students in grades 2-8. The
program offers a proven, faster method
for learning to read by eliminating the
difficulties intrinsic to the English language.
Instead of learning countless rules and
exceptions, students succeed using a
carefully developed phonetic system of visual
cues (glyphs) that streamlines the learning process.

www.readablenglish.com

Who should use Readable English?
The program is for all students, particularly those who are behind grade-level due
to issues with decoding, fluency and language acquisition. It is ideal for struggling
readers, students with dyslexia, and English Language Learners.

How does Readable English work? The program:
●

utilizes a carefully developed phonetic system
of visual cues (glyphs) to teach reading.

●

offers a pronunciation guide in each word
without changing the spelling.

●

provides an approach that teaches reading,
without the enormous cognitive load!

Unmarked
letters make their
usual sound		

Glyphs tell you the sound
a letter makes when it does
not make its usual sound *
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Syllable breaks
divide words into
readable chunks

*In this word, the “Happy Face” glyph makes the ‘i’ say /ee/ like in the word ‘see’

In 29 weeks, students develop these critical foundational reading skills:
✔ Phonemic awareness

✔ Comprehension

✔ Spelling

✔ Fluency

✔ Writing

✔ Vocabulary

What’s Included?
The annual subscription includes full online access to
the teacher and student program, learning materials,
2 apps, conversion tools, and an eReader.
Educator Materials include a PDF
Readable
Teaching Guide with scripted lesson
English
for Schools
plans, online lessons and activities,
& Districts
reading materials, games, and printables.
Additionally, the program includes
student progress monitoring, reporting
and a teacher dashboard. The program also offers
live online training and a video training library.

●

Student Materials include online lessons,
learning videos, games, activities, and a student dashboard.
●

Research
Based on the science of reading, Readable English employs systematic, explicit
instruction and utilizes the best practices of cognitive neuroscience for reading. In several
research studies, students using Readable English showed significant reading outcomes
over the students not using the program. The results of one such study is below.

Maple Crest STEM Middle School, Kokomo, Indiana Research Study
Results for 6th graders
●

On average, students using Readable English
exceeded their yearly growth target by
115% (compared to non-Readable English
students who, on average, were below their
yearly growth target by 8%)

●

87% of students achieved their
yearly growth target within 9 weeks.

●

80% of the teachers said, “Our students are
now reading much better than before
Readable English” and 20% said, “Our
students are reading better than before”.
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